
ON THE REDUCTION OF THE GENERAL ABELIAN INTEGRAL*

BY

J. C. FIELDS

§1.

In their exceedingly interesting book Theorie des Fonctions algébriques et

de leurs Intégrales, pp. 344-345, Appell and Goursat have given a brief

sketch of Hermite's method for obtaining by rational operations the reduced

form for a hyperelliptic integral, prefacing the same by a remark which would

seem to imply that the more general problem in the case of the Abelian integrals

was still awaiting its solution.

To this remark was due an attempt on my part to solve the indicated prob-

lem, and the method by which I succeeded in effecting its solution will be found

in the present paper. The results here given, it may be remarked, have been

in my possession now for about four years and were presented at the annual

meeting of the American Mathematical Society held in Toronto in 1897 but

have not hitherto been published.

Let

(l) P(s,«) = 2>ryW' = o

be the equation to an irreducible algebraic curve of degree n.

The form of this equation we shall suppose to be the standard one in which

the only multiple points are double points separate from the branch ppints and

with distinct tangents. We shall throughout regard u as the dependent variable

and shall further assume that no line parallel to the axis of u is an inflexional

tangent or includes more than one point of the nature of a branch or double

point or is tangent at a double point, the singular points too being all supposed

to be finite and the asymptotes all distinct and none of them parallel to an axis

and no two parallel to each other.

That the most general algebraic equation can be reduced to such a form by a

birational transformation is a well-known fact, and in such a reduced form it is

customary to treat the equation.

* Presented to the Society at the Toronto meeting, August 16-17, 1897, under a different

title.    Received for publication November 28, 1900.
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On the above hypotheses a term in u" will present itself in the equation to

our curve and we shall find it convenient to assume that its coefficient e.   has
u n

the value 1.

Also as a consequence of the said hypotheses z and u can only become infinite

together, and further for any given value z = a the equation 7^(a, u) = 0 will

never furnish less than n — 1 distinct values of u.

On indicating any arbitrary rational function of », m by R(z, u) the general

Abelian integral corresponding to our curve F(z, u) = 0 will be

(2) fR(z,u)dz.

This integral we know may be expressed as the sum of a rational function of

z, u, of an integral of the first kind, of a linear function with constant coeffi-

cients of p elementary integrals of the second kind, and of a number of elemen-

tary integrals of the third kind, where

p = \(n-l)(n-2)-d

is the number known as the "deficiency" of the curve, d indicating the number

of the double points.

Starting out now with any arbitrary Abelian integral we purpose in this paper

to reduce the same to a sum of the character in question, employing thereto a

succession of processes, none of which involves other than rational operations

in our variables.

By aid of the relation F(z, u) = 0 it is known that any rational function

R(z, u) may be reduced to the form of a polynomial in u of the degree n — 1,

whose coefficients are rational functions of z, and on applying the principle of

partial fractions to these functions of z we may express R(z, u) in the form :

(3) R(z, u) = Ç5^-J_, w) + Rfz, u),

where Rfl/(z — aA), u) denotes a polynomial in l/(z — aA), u and Rfz, u) a

polynomial in z, u, the degrees of these polynomials in the variable u not

being greater than n — 1.

Our Abelian integral then takes the form :

(4) ¡R(z, u)dz = E/ä*(zé^k.«)<** + JX(*. u)d*•

We shall assume that Rx(l/(z — aA), u) contains only negative powers of

z — aK, as all terms involving other than such powers may be supposed to be

included under Rfz, u).
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For the further reduction of our integral we have need of a formula which we

shall now derive.    The formula in question is the following :

du_      F'M_       4>,(u) _ ceF(ae,u)

{) dz~      Fi     ^z-ae     ¿fiz-aXu-by

where the summation is supposed to extend to all branch and double points

(ae, 6e), and where for the constant coefficients c we have

C'-[F:(ae,u)\u=te0r  lF:(ae,u)l=

according as (ae, be) is a branch or double point.

Starting out from the identity

F F'[F"\        ■■■ [F'l mz z L       uj u=ui L       tiJ u=«n_i

~ P7 = ~ F'[F"\ _    ••• [FTZ      '

where ux,u2, ■ ■ ■, un_x are the n — 1 roots of F(z, u) = 0 conjugate to u, we

see that the denominator of the expression on the right is a symmetric function

of the n quantities u, ux, ■ ■ •, un_x and therefore a rational function of z. It

is, in fact, the discriminant, an integral rational function of z of degree n(n — 1)

whose factors z — ae correspond to the several branch and double points. In

case a double point corresponds to the value z = ae the factor z — ae will appear

to the second power in the discriminant and in the case of a branch point to the

first power, as is well known.

The factor [P¿]u=u • • • [P^]¡1=„ m the numerator of the above expression

is symmetric in the n — 1 quantities ux • • ■ un_x and may evidently be expressed

as a polynomial in z, u. The numerator itself may then be written in the

form :

Axun~l + A2u"-2 + ... + An,

where the coefficients A are polynomials in z.

On indicating the discriminant by the letter D we then obtain for dujdz the

expression

du      Axu"-1 + A2u"-2 + ■■■ + An
(6) dz~ D

where, as may readily be shown, the degree of the numerator in a, m is not

greater than n(n — 1) and where in particular the degree of the term An is less

than this number.

Suppose, namely, that the directions of the n points at  oo   on  the  curve

F(z, u) = 0 are given by the equations
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(7) U — KXZ = 0 ,     U — Kft ==0, ■ • ■, u — Knz = 0 ,

where, according to our original hypothesis in regard to the asymptotes of our

curve, the n coefficients k all have different values. The differential coefficient

du/dz will then have the values «,, k2, • • •, «n, respectively, for the several

branches at oo.

Indicating the degree of the numerator in the expression on the right of (6)

by v and representing by a,, a2, • • -, an the coefficients of the terms of this de-

gree in the elements A,«"-1, A2u"~2, • • -, An respectively, we shall have

(8) a,^-1 + «2«r2 + ■•• + «„

for the coefficient of z" in the numerator in question, on substituting for u in

terms of z from the rib. branch of the curve. Now in case we had v > n(n — 1)

the differential coefficient in (6) would be infinite for some branch of the curve

at co unless the expression (8) be equal to 0 for each of the n values k, , k2 ,

• • •, k of «.. In this case, however, the expression in question being only of the

degree n — 1 must vanish identically and we should have a, = a2 = • • ■ = an = 0.

It follows therefore that v cannot be greater than n(n — 1).

Assuming then that we have v = n(n — 1) , substituting for u in terms of z

from the equation to one of the n branches at co, and putting z = co in (6), we

derive

(9) *,-y*rl + y*r2+ ••• + $.

where S is the coefficient of zKn-l) in D .

Now this equation is of the degree n — 1 in «r and must be satisfied by the n

quantities Kx, K., •• •, k. It must therefore be an identity, and we conse-

quently have

«! = 0, a2 = 0 , • • •, an_2 = 0 , an_, = 8 , an = 0 .

We see therefore that the degree of the coefficient An, as well as that of the

other coefficients A in the numerator of the expression to the right of (6), must

be less than n(n — 1) .    On applying to this expression the principle of partial

fractions, the various parts will evidently all be fractional in their character.

The expression in (6) may then be written in the form :

CilH du       V í ^   i      ^(W)   1

(    ' dz-2t\z-ae +(z_ae)2}'

where the summation extends to all those values z = ae to which correspond

branch or double points, and where the numerators </>(m) and ^(m) are poly-

nomials in u of degree n — 1 .

We have already remarked that z — ar is a quadratic factor of the discrimi-

nant D in case a double point corresponds to the value z = ae, whereas in the

case of a branch point the corresponding factor enters only to the first power.
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In the summation above, then, the numerator yjrju) in an element correspond-

ing to a branch point must evidently be 0 , and we shall prove that this also is

so in the case of an element corresponding to a double point.

Consider, namely, an element

j>(u) t\r(u)

z — a     (z — a)2

where to z = a corresponds a double point. The other points of our curve cor-

responding to this value of the variable will then be ordinary points by virtue of

our original hypothesis, and the differential coefficient du/dz will evidently be

finite for each of the n — 1 points corresponding to the value z = a . Its values

for the two branches at the double point I shall indicate by mx and m2 respec-

tively.

For the n — 1 points corresponding to the value z = a the summation in (10)

and therewith the element here in question must be finite. It evidently follows

that yjr(u) must be equal to 0 for each of the n — 1 values of u corresponding

to z = a, and on writing

F (a, u) = (u- b)\u - b')(u - b") •■•(«- 6<"-2>) ,

we must have

ty(u) = c(u - b)(u - V) ■ ■ ■ (u — ¥"-2>),

where c is a constant, for ^(u) has the degree n — 1.

We may therefore write

cF(a, u)

and our element will have the form

*(«)   ,     +(u) *     f w A  ,        c^(«. v)

z-a^ (z-a)2~ z-a |9W "*"(»- a)(u - b)

Now in order that this element may be finite for the two branches at the double

point it is necessary that the expression in parentheses should vanish for both

these branches.

Writing this expression in the form

, u — b cF(a, u)

^v '     z— a (u — by

we see then that we must have

rcP(a,wyi

rcPYa, uYl

*(»>+».h¿V_L-0'
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From this it follows that

and as we have

K\~F(a, «)"|
c(mx-m2)^¥-w^r0,

Y F (a, u)-\

we must bave c = 0 .

It follows therefore that y¡r(u) = 0 and the summation in (10) reduces to the

form

^_ v <k(M)
dz~   , ' z — a '

where, as before, the summation is supposed to extend to every value z = ae to

which corresponds a branch or double point. Now the differential coefficient

du/dz can only become infinite for the branch points, and for a branch point too

it can only become infinite like (z — a)-*, so that we see that in any case the

numerator <pju) of an element in the above summation must equal 0 for each

of the n — 1 values of u corresponding to the value z = ae. It follows there-

from that 4>e(u) must have the form

c<E(ae, u)
*.(«) = u - b

and for the differential coefficient du/dz we obtain the expression

du_ ceF(ae, u)
j„ — 2-ê idz      ¿?(z — ae)(u - 6J '

where it only remains now to determine the value of the constants ce.

First considering the case of a double point (ae, be) we may evidently write

the expression for our differential coefficient in the form

du      cfF(at,u) u-b

dz~ (u-b)2   z-ae+J(?'U>'

where the value of the function f(z, u) for the point (ae, be) is unambiguous.

On considering the respective values of this expression for the two branches

passing through the double point, we shall have

m*=[ci>-0/L,m*+/(a"K)=^^v.+/(a"K) ;

whence by subtraction

(to, - m2) = ¿(to, - m2)ce [7^']       ,
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and therefore 2
c. =

LAJa,,^

In the case of a branch point (ae, 6J we evidently have

L e  -laebe L ■s"e°e L ->aebt

We have however also :

\tu     ¿/"I \C'F^ M)l \^(ae,u)(u-b^       m
\}u-b:)dz\ati-y z~ae Le>ri(u-b<y *-«.!.».'

and from these two formulae combined we derive :

rfr-ft.ri   = [2c.pk^) («-&.n
L  » - O.    LeK L   (W -  6e)2 a- «e    Jae6. '

Here the expression to the left is evidently finite, and it is also different from

0 since by our original hypothesis the branch point (ac, 6J is not at the same

time a double point. We may therefore divide both sides of our equation by the

expression in question, and obtain

whence in the case of a branch point (ae, 6e) we have

1
c' ~~ TF7!

L     uJaebe

We have therefore established our formula (5).

§3-
Returning now to the reduction of our integral in (4) we shall first consider

an individual element,

in the summation appearing on the right.

Supposing the highest exponent of l/(z — aA) in the expression under the in-

tegral sign to be greater than 1 and indicating the same by r we may write :

*(.-^")-Ä+*fe-)'
where f(u) is a polynomial in u of degree n — 1 and where R'(l/(z — aA) , u)

is a polynomial in l/(z — ak) , u of degrees r — 1 and n — 1 respectively in

l/(z — af) and u.
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We shall then have :

_  ?-.(»)   ,   r\   .7»   _ i _jtiOíL 1 a,
- (z - aj-i + J \ (z - aj      dz (z - a^"1 | ös

(11)
_    gr_-H r J/r(«) + (r - %_,(«
- (a - a,)1-1 + J (* - «a)"

.0*-°*)    (z-a.)J J        \*-a*      /

where gr-x(u) is a polynomial in m of degree « — 1, as yet undetermined, and

where for du/dz we have substituted its expression as given in (5), so that the

summation with regard to e which here appears is supposed to extend to all

branch and double points. We shall first suppose that none of the points of

the curve corresponding to the value z = ak is a branch or double point. In

this case then we shall have aA =f= ae for all values of the ae's. For the poly-

nomial g _x(u) then choosing

we reduce our integral (11) to the form :

J   aV»-«a   /      (»-«aT1   J I . (a - «o (* - <0 J

+/*(:=%••)*■

Here, in the expression to the right, (z — aff~l is the highest power of z — aA

which appears in a denominator under the integral sign, and on reducing the

order to which u appears in the products g'r_x(u) ■ <f>Ju) by aid of the equation

F(z, u) = 0 and on separating the factors (z — aA)r_1 and z — ae from one

another in the denominators by the method of partial fractions, we express our

integral in the form :

(12)

+ e/#:(¿^ «)&+JV,(., u)dz,
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where PA(l/(z — af), u) is a polynomial in l/(z — aA) , u of degree r — 1 in

lj(z — af), S'e(l/(z — ae), u) a polynomial in l/(z — ae), u of degree 1 in

l/(z — ae), and S'u(z, u) a polynomial in z, u, none of these polynomials hav-

ing in m a degree which is greater than n — 1.

By the above process we have reduced by 1 the degree to which l/(z — aA) ap-

pears under the integral sign and by application of the same process to

fR', ( -, u ) dz

we should obtain a formula :

+ T,j Sël^Ta' u)dz+ j 3T(»i ")*»

where r — 2 is the degree of P/A'(l/(z — aA) , u) in l/(z — aA).

By successive applications of the process we should ultimately arrive at an

expression for our integral in the form :

(13) i

where RJl/(z — aA), w) is a polynomial in l/(z — aA), m of degree 1 in

l/(z — aA), $,(l/(z — ae) , w) a polynomial in l/(z — ae) , m of degree 1 in

l/(z — ae) , and  S0(z, u) a polynomial in z, m .

§4.

We have obtained formula (13) on the assumption that no branch or double

point corresponds to the value z = aA. Assuming on the contrary now that we

have a branch or double point (aA, 6A) so that z — aA is included among the fac-

tors z — ae, we derive from (11) :

(i4) /*(¿-. „)* . £$ + /{/,W+(,-^y_,W-*.(,)

where the accent in the sign of summation £' is intended to signify that the

term corresponding to ae = aA is omitted from the summation.
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Here again we wish by a proper choice of gr_x(u) to rid ourselves of terms

under the integral sign which involve (z — aA)r in their denominator.

For this it will be necessary that the expression

(15) f(u) + (r- l)gr_x(u) - gffu) ■ <pK(u)

be divisible by z — aA, after it has been reduced to the normal form in which u

does not appear to an order higher than n — 1. Now if this expression in its

reduced form is to be divisible by z — aA it must, as it stands, be equal to 0 for

each of the n — 1 values 6A, 6A, • • •, 5A"_2) of u corresponding to the value z = aA,

and must therefore be divisible by

u«) -^ - h)(u - «o... (m - z/r2>)=c^yb^ ■

It follows then that

/,(«) + i* - l)^i(«)

also must be divisible by <£A(w), and since the degree of this expression in u is

n — 1 we may write :

f(u) + (r- l)gr_x(u) = k(/>a(m) ,

where « is a constant which is yet to be determined.

For our function gr_x(u) we must therefore have

(i6) ,,_,(«) - ■HM^,

and on substituting this in (15) we obtain :

(17)   fr(u) + (r- l)gr_x(") - g'r_x(u) ■ <p,(u) = (* - g'r_x(u))<pfu)

= ^ziU7" -1)* - *&(") +/»}&(«)»

which expression in its reduced form must be divisible by z — aA. Now we

have:

(« - &*)&(») = ca^K> «) = c,{7^(aA, u) -F(z,u)},

which is evidently divisible by z — aA.    Also in order that the expression in

(17) should be divisible by (u — 6a)</>a(m) it is only necessary that the factor

(r — 1)k — tcd>l(u) +f'r(u)

should be divisible by w — 5A, which will be the case if we choose k so as to

satisfy the condition

(18) {(r-1)-<K(5A)}«+/;(&,) = 0.

On so choosing k the expression in (17) may be put into a form which is

divisible by z — aK and must therefore evidently also, in its reduced form, be
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divisible by this factor.    Such a choice of k is of course always possible, except-

ing in the case where the coefficient of k in (18) is equal to 0.

We have :

&&) = *[(« -*D • • • (« - är2))L=»A = KC^K. «)L=.X •

It follows then that

<t\(&a) = 2     or    1 ,
and that we therefore have :

*_ /:(M -fXK)  nv   -f'Ah)
K-      r-l-4>l(h)-   r-| r-2   '

according as (aA, 6A) is a branch or double point. The one case here excepted

is evidently that in which we have to do with a double point (aA, 6A) and where

at the same time r = 2, in which case the coefficient of k in (18) is 0 . Sub-

stituting the values just obtained for k in the expression already given above for

ffr-i(u) we obtain :

a    (u)-       f   ¥'Áh)-U^)      , »)

(19)

(2r - 2)(2r _ 3) T r - 1

_4_fXh)     *K»")     ffuf 1
(2r - 2)(2r - 3) F'.(ak, 6A) „ - 6A   + r - 1 }

9r-Au) \ (r _ 1)(r _ g) + r _ i

/r'(6A)     F(aK,u) + fr(u)

(r-l)(r-2)F;K(aK,bK)   u-bK   ^ r - 1

according as (aA, 6A) is a branch point or a double point, the exceptional case

being here of course excluded.

The substitution of these expressions for gr_x(u) in (14) will enable us to rid

ourselves of the r-th power of z — aA in the denominator under the integral sign,

the numerator

fXU) + (*" -  ̂ r-lC«) - 9r-l(U) ■ <MW)

in its reduced form being then divisible by z — aA.

By applying the principle of partial fractions to the terms of form

g'r-,(u) ■ £,(«)

0» - <*J~X* - a.) '

we may, as in the section preceding, separate the factors (z — aff~l and z — ae

in the denominators, and on reducing the powers of u occurring in the various

numerators we may put (14) into the form :
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+Ç'/s.(rrT- ")*+/3><«' ») *.
where R'fl/(z — aA), u) is a polynomial in l/(z — aA) , u of degree r — 1 in

l/(z — aA), tS^(1/(» — aj , u) a polynomial in l/(z — ae), u of degree 1 in

l/(z — ae), and S'fz, u) a polynomial in z, u, the degrees in u of these

several polynomials being not greater than n — 1.

By successive applications of the above process we shall evidently arrive at a

reduced form,

fRj—-,u)dz = ^^-x + 7^=2^-2 +... + Ä

(20)

+ fA(^,u)dz+^fs^a:Uyz+fsfz,u)dz,

which is a form of the same type as that obtained in (13) for the case of the

section preceding, excepting that here l/(z — aA) may present itself to the sec-

ond power in the polynomial Rk(l/(z — aA), u) where to z = aA corresponds a

double point.

We shall now consider more in detail the special case r = 2 in which we

have failed to get rid of the power l/(z — aA)2 under the sign of integration.

The difficulty here arose in connection with the equation (18) which takes

the form

o-«+/;(6À) = o,

when r = 2 and when at the same time (aA, oA) is a double point. This equa-

tion cannot be satisfied by any finite value of k unless we happen to have

f2(bf) = 0 , in which case k may have any arbitrary value. Supposing then

that we have to do with this case we shall take tc = 0 when from (16) we obtain

,„(„)_ -Ä,
and the expression in (17) becomes

—J/■'(") ' &(") '

which is divisible by (u — Z>a)c£a(m) and in its reduced form is therefore divis-

ible by z — aA .

The numerator of (z — aff = (z — aA)2 in (14) is then divisible by z — aK

and l/(z — aA) will therefore appear only to the first power under the sign of

integration.
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If however we havey2'(6A) =4= 0 , I shall define a function f2(u) by the equation

whereÄ=/2'(5A).

Since <¿>A(6A) = 1, it follows then that_/2(6A) = 0 .

On writing r = 2 in (11) we shall have :

J (z - aA)2      TJ(z- aA)2        J      \»-aK      J

J    (* -O J   (»-«*)*(«- &a)

Apart from the second integral on the right the expression here appearing is of

the type just considered, in which we saw that we could get rid of the second

power of l/(z — aA) under the sign of integration.

Hence in the case where to z = aA corresponds a double point we may evidently

replace (20) by a formula of the type :

JR. (-,  u )dz 9r-l(U) 9r-î(U) , 9ÁU)
V—1       'ir, r,   V—2   T    *  * '   T(z-a.f-1      (z-a,y-2 z-aK

(21)

+ Kî{» -al^-b-^ + Ç/^(^ -)^ + fS0(z,u)dz;

and under this formula, on putting 0 for the constant coefficient AA, may be

supposed to be included that also for the case in which a branch point corre-

sponds to z = aA, for in this case the integral

/Rk[-, u)dz

in (20) may be supposed to be included under the summation

?/Ä(;=7/«)*'

the first power only of l/(z — aA) here presenting itself under the sign of inte-

gration.
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§5.

By the processes of the two preceding sections, therefore, we can reduce any

integral

/R, (-, u ) dz

to the form given on the right of (21) or (13) respectively, according as a sin-

gular point does or does not correspond to the value z = aA . After the substi-

tution of the reduced forms so obtained for the several integrals in the summa-

tion to the right of (4) this equation will assume the form :

¡R(z, u)dz = P(z, u) + Çjç-Mj^_ dz + YJR^K,u)dz

+ H\ S"Á~^fi u\dz + J S'ó(z, u)dz,

where the first summation on the right-hand side is supposed to extend to the

double points (aA , 6A) only, the second summation to those values of aA for which

negative powers of z — aA occur in R(z, u), from which however we may ex-

clude elements corresponding to branch or double points, and the third sum-

mation to those values ae to which correspond branch or double points.

The last two summations we may fuse into one, reducing the above formula to

the form :

¡R(z,u)dz=P(z,u)+Yf¥^^-)dz

(22) + Ef £a(¿^. w) dz+ Js;(z, u)dz,

where the first summation on the right still extends to the double points alone

while the second summation extends to those values of aA to which correspond

branch or double points and over and above these to all those values for which

negative powers of the corresponding factor z — aA appear in the expression of

the function R(z , u).

The function E(ah , u)

(z - ak)\u - 6A)

becomes infinite to the first order for each of the n — 1 points corresponding to

the value z= aK and it is evident in fact that for a finite value of z none of the

functions under the sign of integration to the right of (22) becomes infinite to

an order greater than 1.*    Apart from the points at œ , therefore, the integrals

* While employing the form of expression " infinity of the first, second, etc., order " in the ac-

cepted sense of  Riemann, I shall find it convenient for the temporary purpose of this paper to
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on the right of (22) can only become infinite logarithmically. The residues cor-

responding to the several infinities are immediately determinable and we may

suppose the logarithmic portion of the expression in (22) to be represented by

an integral of the third kind which we shall indicate by (HI) and which is

made up of a sum with constant coefficients of a number of elementary integrals

of the third kind.

Formula (22) may then be reduced to the form

(23) JR(z, u)dz = P(z, u) + III 4 JH(z, u)dz,

where the integral jH(z, u)dz does not become infinite for any finite value of

z. The function H(z, u) itself will then not become infinite to an order as

great as 1 for any finite value of the variable. What the form of our function

H(z, u) is would appear immediately from the forms of the expressions under

the signs of integration to the right of (22).

We shall find it convenient however to here determine directly once for all the

general form of a rational function H(z, u) which does not become infinite to

an order as great as 1 for a finite value of z.

As in (3), by the application of the principle of partial fractions, we may

suppose our function to be expressed as a sum in the form

(24) H(z, «)- ÇiyA(_l_, u} + H¿z,u).

The function H(z , u) will or will not be infinite for a point corresponding

to the value z = aK according as this is or is not the case for the corresponding

element IIJl/(z — aA), u) on the right.     Writing the element in the form

V     > aV»-«a       /       «-«x (z-«a)' (z-«a)*

where the numerators cr(u) are polynomials in u of degree n — 1, we see that

it will become infinite to the order s for some point corresponding to the value

z = aK unless we have

o» = 0

for each of the values u corresponding to z = aA. The number of these values

therefore cannot be greater than n — ] .

It follows then that in (24) the summation may be confined to values aA to

which correspond branch or double points. Since for each of the n — 1 values

of u corresponding to z = aK we have crt(u) = 0 , we may write

make use of the expression " infinite to the order \ , 1 , etc.," to denote an infinity of the char-

acter indicated by (z — a)— i, (z— a)—l, etc. The two forms of expression then differ in their

signification when employed relatively to a branch point, but it is hoped that this word of ex-

planation will prevent any confusion from arising in the mind of the reader.
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hF(ax, u)

u - 6A

where A is a constant.

In the case of a branch point (aK, 6A) the function

afu) hF(ak, a)

(z - aj      (z - aK)'(u - bf)

and therewith the element 7?A, here in question also, would evidently be infinite

to the order s — ¿so that we cannot have s §ï 2 . It follows therefore that

• -1.
In the case where a branch point corresponds to the value z = aK then we

shall have for our element :

where h may have any arbitrary constant value. In the case where to z = aK

corresponds a double point let us suppose, if possible, that we have s == 2 . In

this case the expression

ff.-i(u)      ,      ".(")

\«—1      I(2 _ aj-i      (z _ aj

must evidently not be infinite to an order greater than s — 2 , for then it would

be infinite to the order 1 at least, and this would hold also in regard to the ele-

ment on the left of (25).    The expression

o- (u)               ,              hF(ax, u)
a   .(«) + ,'V ' , = a   ,(u) + -,-\V     \.

must therefore vanish for each of the n — 1 points corresponding to the value

z = aK and in particular for each of the branches through the double point

Ki h)-
On indicating the directions of the tangents at the double point by to, and

to2 respectively, we must then have :

<Vi(&a) + èW^'K. «)] ,,=iA = o »

<Vi(&a) + i*"s[-PT(«A, «)]^iA- ° -
and therefore

h(mx - m2)[F';t(aK, ti)]B=&x = 0 .

Since, however, m, + to2 and \_F"faK, uj\ u=t + 0, this is impossible unless we

have h = 0 and consequently cts(m) = 0 .

It follows therefore that we cannot have s =¿ 2 .

For 8 = 1 we shall have
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°",(m) _,    hF(a>. t u)

z — ak     (z — ak)(u - 6A) '

a function which is finite for all the n — 1 points corresponding to z = aA.

In the case where a double point corresponds to the value z = ak, as in the

case of a branch point, the element in (25) takes the form given in (26), and for

our function H(z, u) in (24) we may write

(27) %»)-£(,^;V^^
where the summation is supposed to extend to all those values ae to which cor-

respond branch or double points, where the coefficients he may have any arbitrary

constant values, and where H0(z, u) is an arbitrary polynomial in z, u . This

then represents the most general function H(z, u) which does not become infinite

to an order as great as 1 for any finite value of z.

The most general function of z, u which becomes infinite only at co we

should evidently derive from (27) on equating to 0 therein all those coefficients

he corresponding to the branch points, or in other words, on supposing the sum-

mation in (27) to be extended only to those values ac to which correspond double

points.

Returning now to formula (23) we may by (27) express the same in the form :

(28) JR(z, u)dz = P(z,u)+lll + JJÇ(_M^L + H¿z, «)}&.

§6-

We shall now occupy ourselves with the reduction of the integral

jB:o(z, u)dz.

Supposing the degree of the polynomial H¿z, u) in z, u to be n + r — 1

where r 5= 0 , we shall indicate this by the suffix n + r — 1 and write

H0(z, u)= Tn+r_x(z,u).

We may evidently express Tn+r_x(z, u) in the form

(29) Tn+r_x(z, u) = z%z, u) + T+r_2(z, u) ,

where the function t(z, u) is a homogeneous polynomial in z, u of degree n — 1

and where Tn+r_2(z, u) is a polynomial in z,u in general non-homogeneous and

of degree n + r — 2 .

It is evident that the function Tn+r_x(z, u) cannot be infinite to an order

higher than n + r — 1 for any of the n branches at co, and that it must be in-

finite to this order for one at least of these branches we may readily show.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 5
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Namely, on substituting in (29) for u in terms of z from the equation to a

given one of the branches at co, the coefficient of 2n+r_l will be furnished by the

element zrt(z, u) and will be the same as that obtained on substituting u = kz

from the corresponding equation in (7).    The term in 2n+r_1 so obtained is

zrt(z, kz) = ¡f+'-HÇl, k),

and the coefficient t(l, k) of zn+r~1 will be different from 0 in the case of one at

least of the n branches, as otherwise we should have

t(l, k) = 0

for each of the n values kx, k2, ■ ■ -, ten and this equation would therefore be an

identity since its degree in tc is n — 1.    It would follow then also that we must

have
t(z, u) = 0

identically, which however is not consistent with our hypothesis that our func-

tion Tn+r_x(z, u) has the degree n + r — 1.    We conclude then that a poly-

nomial Tn+r_x(z, u) becomes infinite to the order n + r — 1, that is, to an order

equal to its degree, for ore or more of the branches at co.

Now consider the integral

,„«, C    ,      v-, fi    7       x       d zr+H(z,u)\ ,       zr+H(z,u)
(30) J z%z, u)dz = j \z%z, u) - S-5^}* + —VV-

The expression under Ihe integral sign to the right of this identity evidently

does not become infinite to the order n + r — 1 for any of the branches at co.

It may be written in the form :

d zr+H(z, u) _(n — l)zrt(z, u)       zr+l  idt     dt du\

*■ '   7      dz    n + r n + r n + r\dz     du dz J

_(n- l)z't(z, u) _    2T+1   idt     dt —, <j>e(u) \

n + r n + r\dz     du¿z — ae)''

where for du/dz we have substituted its expression given in (5). From the last

written form we immediately derive :

,      ,       dzr+H(z,u)      m„      N      ^ 0(u)
z%z, u) - -j--y—t = T"(z, u) + 2 -AJ- »

1       '      dz    n + r K      '      *f z — a

where T"(z, u) is a polynomial in (z, u) of degree in u not greater than n — 1

and where the functions 0e(u) are polynomials in u alone whose degrees are equal

to or less than n — 1.
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Further, the expression to the left of the formula just written, as we have seen

above, does not become infinite to the order n + r — 1 for any of the branches

at co and as none of the elements in the summation

z — a.

on the right becomes infinite to an order which is greater than n — 2, it follows

that the polynomial T"(z, u) also does not become infinite to the order n + r — 1

and that its degree va. z, u therefore is not greater than n + r — 2. Indicating

this fact by the suffix n + r — 2, we may write :

and substituting the form so obtained for the function under the integral sign

to the right of (30) we derive :

(32)     fz%* , u)dz = f { T"n+r_2(z, •) + Ç 4&J * + ^^.

Combining this result with (29) we obtain :

j T+r_x(z , u)dz = j { r+r_2(z, u) + Il+r_2(z , u) + Ç ^- j dz

sr+'<(s, «)

+      n + r    '

and this we may more concisely write in the form

j Tn,r_x(z, u)dz = gn+r(z ,u) + Ç JV^ dz + fT*+r-A* . u)d* .
6(u)

e    *J

where

0.+rV* '   U)  = , +V        ' r"+^2(" '   M)   =   r''-t--2(2; '  U)   +   T:+-2{Z '   M) •

Repeated application of the above process of reduction gives rise to a succes-

sion of integrals

/ Tn+r_2(z, u)dz,    J Tn+r_3(z ,u)dz,.-.,f Tn_2(z , u)dz,

and enables us to reduce our integral to an expression of the form

(33)   $Tn+r_x(z, u)dz = Gn+r(z, u) + Ç f~^r ¿» + §Tn_2(z, u)dz,

where Gn+r(z, u) and Tn_2(z, u) are polynomials va. z, u oí degrees n + r and

n — 2 respectively, and where the functions &e(u) are polynomials in u of degree
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From the manner in which the functions

z — a

arise in the process above it is further self-evident that they do not become in-

finite to an order as great as 1 for the values ae, so that their sum will consti-

tute a function of the type represented in (21) and may be expressed in the form :

^-«      ¿?(z-ae)(u-by

where the coefficients ae are constants and the summation is supposed to extend

to those values ae to which correspond branch or double points.

For formula (33) we may therefore write :

(34) fT+r_x(z, u)dz = Gn+r(z, u) +Xf(^^j-)dz 4 JV_2(z, u)dz;

and on substituting for j HJz, u)dz = jTn+r_x(z, u)dz in (28) the expression

here obtained, we arrive at a reduced form for our original integral jR(z, u)dz

which may be written :

(35) fR(z,u)dz=G(z,u) + Ill+fl[^{z^a^b:) + T„_¿z,u)}dz,

where III is an integral of the third kind, G(z, u) a rational function of z, u,

Tn_2(z, u) a polynomial in z, u of degree n — 2 and the /3e's constants, the

summation with regard to e being extended to all the branch and double points

of our curve.

§7-

Our reductions of the integral \R(z, u)dz in the above have so far consisted

in getting rid of various infinities of the function under the sign of integration

and accounting for the same by a rational function G(z, u), its logarithmic in-

finities at the same time being separated from the main integral and incorporated

in an integral of the third kind III.

We shall now consider the remaining integral to the right of (35) with a view

to a further reduction. The expression under the integral sign is of the type

represented in (27), which for no finite value of z becomes infinite to an order

which is as great as 1.    The integral itself,

will therefore be finite for all finite values of z and for z = co will not become
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infinite to an order which is greater than n — 1 since the function under the

sign of integration is evidently not infinite to an order which is greater than

n — 2 for any of the points at co. If now we would attempt a further elimi-

nation of infinities from under the sign of integration by the aid of a ra-

tional function of z, u and that without introducing any new infinities, the

most general function at our disposal is included under the type (27) and will

evidently have the form

(87) Z,  7^""lv+y  x(»,»),
V    ' V (* - «.)(« - be) T    -A '   ;

where Tn_fz, u) is a polynomial in z, u of degree n — 1, the summation with

regard to e being supposed to extend to all the double points and the coefficients

7e having any arbitrary values ; for this is the most general rational function

whose infinities are all at co and which does not there become infinite to an

order which is greater than n — 1.

The number of coefficients which the polynomial Tn_x(z, u) places at our dis-

posal is \n(n + 1) , or we may say \n(n + 1) — 1 on rejecting the constant term

which could only serve to modify the arbitrary constant of integration in (36) ,

and the number of the coefficients yt in the expression (37) is d, the number

of the double points of our curve. In all, then, the number of undetermined

coefficients which the expression (37) places at our disposal is

d + \n(n+l)-l.

Now the integral in (36) will evidently in general become infinite to the order

n — 1 for each of the n branches at co, possessing therefore in all n(n — 1) in-

finities all situated at co. If then each of these infinities requires an extra

available constant in order to eliminate it from under the sign of integration,

the number of available constants placed at our disposal by the expressions (37)

will fall short of that requisite by at least

n(n — 1) — d — 1 n(n + 1) + 1,
that is, by at least

p = l-(n-l)(n-2)-d.

In order to make good this deficit I shall introduce p more constants, introduc-

ing however with each one of them at the same time a new infinity. Namely

instead of (37) I shall consider the expression

(38) a5(z-«aX«-*a)+T-i(2'M)'

in which the summation is supposed to extend not only to the double points,

but also to p additional points (aA, 6A) which do not coincide with double

points but may otherwise be regarded as arbitrarily chosen.    For thesep points,
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in case the corresponding coefficients 7 are not zero, the function in (38) will

evidently become infinite to the first order. For all other finite points it will

be finite and for the n points at 00 it will in general become infinite to the order

n-1.

In the sequel we shall find that the n(n— 1) constants placed at our disposal

by the expression (38) are all available and none of them superfluous for the

purpose of ridding ourselves of all the infinities at co of the general integral

of the type (36).

Consider the expression

tèi(,-aA)(M-0A)+7»-^'M))'

obtained on subtracting the function in (38) from the integral in (36).    Re-

garding the function under the sign of integration as given and the coefficients

in the subtracted function as undetermined, we shall attempt to determine the

latter so that the expression in (39) may have no infinities at co.

From the equation to our curve in (1) we have :

F(aK, u) F(aK, u) - F(a,, 6A)     Ee-a>' " T.Wfo

(z — af) (u - 6A) (2 - aA) (u - 6A) (z - aA) (u — bf)

E<vXK - &Â)
(z - aA) (u — 6A) '

whence

(40) ^K ' u)      =u_ a^Ye^aKu'-1 + u-\ +■■■+ 6;-1)
<•    ;       (z-aA)(M-0A)      v k)   ff "   V '

n

= («-«a)-1E{«aî  K},W-\
«=1

where

{«a, M. = EÉv—«fö-'-1-
o-=0p=0

We may then write :

7^(aA, u) il      o^ ar_2 a;-1       1^,

(z-ai)(u--bf) - \z + z2 + ■ • • + 2^ + <^\z - «0 f¿í K ' MX~'

- {- + 7 + • •• + ̂ b}ÊK. M.*~ + P*0». «*).
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where Pk(z, u) is a rational function of z, u which is equal to 0 for z = co.

This we may evidently further reduce to the form :

F(a    u) «—i ft—a __
(41) ;-v w'   ' , x = V V or-1 K, 6A) «-'«"- + PJ&, «),
v   y       (a-o*)(«-*x)   «» * l ** ** *v    '

where Pk(z, u) is a rational function of z, u which is equal to 0 for z = co.

The second of the two summations in (39) may then be written in the form :

d+P        y,F(a. . U) d+p n-1 n-s _

(42) - S E e.-,-,,.-,2-»— + i(«, «)
<=1   r=l

s=l    r=l

where P(z , u) and P(z , u) are rational functions of z, u which are finite for

z = oo, the former function in particular having the value 0 for this value of the

variable, and where for the coefficients c we have

d+p

A=l

For the- suffixes of the coefficients c we shall find it convenient to choose, as we

have done here, the sum of the exponents of z and u and the exponent of u re-

spectively.

On writing
d+p

(43) 7<<t=I>Ä,

we shall evidently have

a—1     <r

p, n—<r ir—\+pta—1—o- '

a—1     o-

(44) Cn_,_-„_, =    Z-i 2-Ê ep,n-v'lr-
o-=0 p=0

Since the exponents of z which appear in the summation to the right of (42)

are all negative whereas in the polynomial Tn_x(z, u) in (39) no such exponents

make their appearance, it will not be inconsistent with the notation employed

above if we write :

(45) T_x(z, u) = ¿ £ cn_,+r¡_*V".
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Combining (42) and (45) we have :

T    (z   u) + f     7a*>a^)     _ y ? c'„_,(*tu) + ^ z_      -bk)-&hc-^"-°zu

(46)
n—1  n—s

+ 11 cn_s_rtn_,z-V-s + P(z, u)

n        s—1

=   X)       12       Cn-,+r, »-. ̂ "~' + F(Z ,  U) .
8—1 r=—(n—a)

This again we may write in the form :

d+P -,     Win qi\ •—1

(47)       S (,-aj¿-^ + ^ ' ^ = § *"*<■ • W) + ^ ■ W)

m—2

■1^.«)+^.»).
..=0

where
n

p„(z, u)=J2 cn_x      _„z"-'un-,
»=i

is a homogeneous polynomial in (z, w) of degree n — 1.

The expression under the sign of integration in (39) we can evidently also re-

duce to a form like that on the right of (47). In this form further we may here

omit terms of degree n — 1 since in the expression under the sign of integra-

tion terms of order higher than n — 2 do not present themselves,

We may then write

(48)
4- • • • 4 *-(n-1)?n_1(», «) + Ç(z. w),

where qx(z, u), ■ ■ ■, qn_x(z, u) are homogeneous polynomials in z , it of degree

n — 1 and where Q(z, tí) is a rational function of z, u which becomes 0 for

Z =   CO.

From (47) and (48) the expression (39) may be written in the form :

f{z-lqx(z , u) + z~2q2(z , u) +-1- JT<"-1>£_1(*, u) 4 Q(z, u)}dz

(49) "
- {Po(zt «) + r}pfa,u)+ ■■■ + z-^-2pn_2(z,u) + P(z,u)}.

Supposing now that the expression under the sign of integration is given while

the subtracted expression is as yet undetermined, we shall attempt to determine

the coefficients c of the polynomials p0(z, u), px(z, u) , ■ ■ ■, p„-2(z, u) in such

way that the expression in (49) may be finite at oo.
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§9-

We have seen in § 6 that a function zrt(z, u), where t(z , u) is a homogeneous

polynomial in z, u of degree n — 1, becomes infinite to the order n + r — 1

but to no higher order, for one or more of the branches at co. We had there

assumed r— 0 but the same evidently holds also for negative values of r.

The only portion of the expression (49) which might possibly involve in-

finities at co of order n — 1 is then evidently

(50) J»_1?i(» » u)dz — p0(z, «).

We can however so choose pfz, u) that the expression just written does not be-

come infinite to an order higher than n — 2 .    For, on taking

*ov*.«) = -n—1"

we shall have :

(51) j z~lqx(z , u)dz - pfz , u) = J \z-xqx(z , u) - —j ^ qx(z , u) j dz

and the expression under the integral sign to the right evidently does not be-

come infinite to the order n — 2 for any of the branches at co. On substituting

for du/dz its expression given in (5) we obtain the function

1      d 1      J dqx      dqx du 1

¡¡"ZTÏS™* ' U> = nT^T \~dz+^u~dz\

as a rational function of z, u which does not become infinite at co to an order

higher than n — 2 nor elsewhere to an order as high as 1. It is then a func-

tion of the type represented in (48) and may therefore be similarly represented.

The total expression under the sign of integration to the right of (51) may then

also be represented in that form which appears to the right of (48) and we may

consequently write :

z-\fz, u) - ^—i jzqx(z, u) = z-'q'fz, u) + z~2q2(z, «)+•••

+ 2-("-1'a,',-i(», «) + #'(«,«),

where q[(z, u), • • -, q'n_x(z, u) are homogeneous polynomials in 2, m of degree

n — 1 and where Q'(z, u) is a rational function of 2, m which becomes 0 for

2 = 00. Further, since the expression here represented does not become infinite

to the order n — 2 for any of the branches at 00, we must have identically

q[(z,u)-0.
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From (51) we shall then have:

(52) fz~lqx(z, u)dz — p0(z, u) = f{z~2q2(z, u) + ■ ■ ■

+ z-i"-Vq'n_x(z, u) 4 Q'(z, u)}dz,

and with the aid of this formula we may write our expression in (49) in the form :

(53) /{z-y2'(z, u) + ... + z-^q':_x(z, u) + Q"(z, u)}dz

- {z-lpx(z, u) + z-2p2(z, u) +■■■ + z~^-2pn_2(z, u) + P(z, «)} ,

q"2(z, u) = q2(z, u) + q'2(z, u),

where

¡£_l(«,  U)  =   ?n-l(a> U)   +   l'n-l{Zt  M)!

Q"(z, u) = Q(z, u) + Q'(z, u).

The expression (53) evidently will not become infinite to an order greater than

n — 2 for any of the branches at co and we may further so choose px(z, u) that

it will not become infinite even to this order.

For the only portion of the expression (53) which might possibly involve infin-

ities at co of order n — 2 is evidently

fz~2q2(z, u)dz — z~xpx(z, u),

and on choosing

/       N       4îiZ »u)

i»i(*'»)=   n~2~'
we shall have :

(54)    Jz"Y2'(z, u)dz - z-\(z, u) = J{z-y2'(z, u) - ^f^}* ,

where, on substituting for u in terms of z from the equation to a branch at co,

the expression under the sign of integration on the right will evidently not be

infinite to an order higher than n — 4 and the integral itself therefore to an

order not higher than n — 3.

This expression we may write in the form :

_* „,      s !      d   _, ,.,      s      n — 1 _ z-1   dq2(z,u)
z 9Áztu)-n^-2jzz ?,(*,«)=—-2z i^«.«)-irrs—ar-

As in the case of dqx(z, u)/dz so here dq2(z, u)jdz — and in fact the derivative

of any homogeneous polynomial in z, u of degree n — 1 — is of the type of

function represented in (48), and the expression just written may therefore evi-

dently be written in the form :
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n — 1     , „.       ,        2-1   dq"(z, u)
n~^ z 2q2(z, u) - —g-^— = z~2q2 (z, u) + z-3q3 (z, u) ■ ■ ■

tí-'-Y-.^ u)+Q'"(z,u),

where q'2(z, u), • • -, q//_x(z, u) are homogeneous polynomials in 2, m of degree

n — 1 and where Q'"(z, u) is a rational function of 2, m which becomes 0 for

2 = co. Further, since the expression here represented does not become infinite

to the order n — 3 for any of the branches at co, we must have identically

q'2(z, u) = 0.

From (54) we shall then have :

(55) fz-2q'2(z, u)dz — 2"1jo1(2, u) = f{z-*q"3(z, u) + z^q'^z, u) + ■■■

+ z-("-Vql'_x(z, u) + Q'"(z, u)}dz,

and with the aid of this formula we may write the expression in (53) and there-

fore that in (49) in the form

J{z-'qf(z ,«)+... + z-^f?_x(z , u) + q%z ,u)}dz- {z-2p2(z , u)

(56) + • • • + z-^~yn_2(z , u) + P(z, u)} ,

where

gf (z , ú) = q"3(z , u) + q3(z , u) ,

2i-l(S >  M) = ?'n'-l(» » U)  + £-l(Z »  U) >

Q^(z,u)=Q"(z,u)+ Q'"(z,u).

The expression (56) will evidently not become infinite to an order greater than

n — 3 for any of the branches at co and we might so choose ^(2, u) that it

would not become infinite even to this order. Suppose now that by proper

choice of the polynomials p2(z, u), ■• -, pr_x(z, u) we have reduced (56) and

therewith (49) to the form

r^    JV'+Wii* »»)+••• + »-("-1V„2!),(« . «) + ®2rX* » M)K*
(57)

- {z-rpr(z ,u)+..- + z-^~2pn_2(z, «)} +P(z, u),

where f2ffz, u), •■-, q"-2fx(z, u) are homogeneous polynomials in 2, u of

degree n — 1 and where Q}2r)(z, u) is a rational function of 2, u which be-

comes 0 for 2 = 00. This expression will evidently not become infinite to an

order greater than n — r — 1 for any of the branches at co and we may so

choosepfz, u) that it will not become infinite to an order greater than n — r — 2 .
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For the only portion of the expression (57) which might possibly involve in-

finities at co of order n — r — 1 is evidently

fz-(r+l)q%\(z, u)dz — z-'pr(z, u) ,

and on choosing

,     .    sf+Ks. w)
p (z , u) = -^-i

we shall have :

Jz-<r+lY%\(z t u)dz - z~rpr(z, u)

where, on substituting for u in terms of z from the equation to a branch at co,

the expression under the sign of integration on the right will evidently not be

infinite to an order higher than n — r — 3 and the integral itself therefore to

an order not higher than n — r — 2 .

This expression we may write in the form :

z-^tf?x(z, u) - n_l_1 ~ z-qf;\(z, u)

_    n-t g-      d&\(z, ^
n — r — 1 ii*n\ '   /     n — r — 1        dz

The derivative dq(2^_\(z, u)/(dz) is of the type of function represented in (48)

and the expression with which we here have to do may evidently therefore be

represented in the form :

^¿i *-(r+l¥Ä(*. «) - ^hî dj^i^ - ^r+1)&tlx*. «0

4 z-^+Y2;r\zt ») + ■•• + ^n-l)q{2-V\zt «) + Q-2r+1)(*t u),

where (f2+xl\z, u), ■ ■ ■, q<-2^V)(z, u) are homogeneous polynomials in z, u of degree

n — 1 and where Qf-2r+l\z, u) is a rational function of z, u which becomes 0

for z = co. Further since, as we have just seen, the expression here represented

does not become infinite to an order higher than n — r — 3 for any of the

branches at oo, we must have identically

g^Xz,u) = 0.

From (58) we shall then have :

fz-(r+1)q(?+~\(z, u)dz-z-rpr(zt «) =/{»_(r+2¥r+î1)(2;' M)

(59) 4 • • • 4 s-^-^lfv*, u) + q2r+l\z, u)}dz
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and with the aid of this formula we may write the expression in (57) and there-

with that in (49) in the form

f{z-<^qf;i2\z, «) + ... + 2-<"-iy„2:f>(2, u) + q2r+2\z, u)}dz

(60)
- {z-'r+l)pr+l(z, u)+ ■■■ + z-<"-2Tn_2(z, u) + P(z, u)}

where

?i+r x*. «) = ssac«. «) + €;r\z, u),

er2,(^, u) = tfi\(z, u) + f2:r\z, »>;
Ç(2r+2,(2, M)  =Ç(2°(«» W) +   Ç(2r+1)(=5- «)•

By induction then we see that a proper choice of the homogeneous polynomials

p0(z, u), px(z, u) , ■ • • , p¿_2(z, u) will enable us to reduce (49) to the form

(61) fQ'2n~2\z, u)dz - P(z, u),

where Q}2"-2)(z, u) is a rational function of (z, u) which becomes equal to 0 for

z = co. Since also 7^(2, u) is finite for z = co it follows that the expression

(61) cannot become algebraically infinite at co. That it cannot become loga-

rithmically infinite is also evident, for the integral in the equivalent expression

(49), being only another form for the integral in (39), does not become infinite

logarithmically.

We see then that the n(n — 1) coefficients in the n—1 polynomials pfz, u),

pfz, u), ■ ■ ■, pn_2(z, u) may be so chosen that the expression in (49) does not be-

come infinite for z = co, and further we may show that there is only one way

of so choosing them. For if we had two systems of functions pfz, u),

px(z , u), ■ •.,^„.2(2, u), P(z , u)andp'fz, u),p[(z, u), ■ ■ -,p'n_2(z,u),P'(z, u)

corresponding to two determinations of these coefficients, the expression

f{z-lqx(z , u) + z~2q2(z, u) +-(- 2"("-1)an_,(2, u) + Q(z , u)}dz

- {P'& 1 u) + z'YÁ* .«) + ••• + z-^~2p'n_2(z, u) + P'(z, «)} ,

and that in (49) would both be finite for 2 = co. The difference between these

two expressions would then be finite for 2 = co and, since the functions 7^(2, u)

and P'(z, u) are finite for this value of z, this also would be the case for the

difference,

{Po(?. u) + z-lpx(z ,«)+••• + z-^~2pn_2(z , u)}

- ipfc,u) + z-yx(z, u) + ... + z-(»-2yn_2(z, «)}.

From this however evidently follows that we must have identically :

pfz, u) = p'fz , u) ,    px(z, u) = p[(z ,u), ■■■, pn_2(z, u) = ;/_2(2 , u) .
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We see then that there is one and only one determination of the coefficients in

the n — 1 polynomials pfz, u) , px(z, u), ■ ■ ■, pn_2(z , u) , such that the expres-

sion in (49) does not become infinite for z = co ■

§10.

The n(n — 1) coefficients of the polynomials pfz, u) ,

are those which have been indicated by

■, pK_t(z . ») in (47)

Cn—2 , 71—1 5        Cn_ 2 t n_2 ,    '

C»-3, n—1 >       Cm-3, n-2 î    '

"1, n-1 ul, n-2

' ) UB—1,0 )

' 1 Cn—2, 0 i

' >   Cit-3, 0 »

To these coefficients we shall suppose to be assigned that system of values for

which the expression (49) does not become infinite at co.

With those coefficients in which the first suffix is equal to or greater than the

second, we shall construct a polynomial

(62)

n   s—1

77„_,(2 , M) =   E E Cn-s+r, «-.***
*=1 r=o

in which the constant term c0 0 may have any arbitrary value.

Corresponding to the \(n — l)(n — 2) coefficients

(63)
-1 '     n—3, n-2 '

Cl,n-1» c:1 , n—2 ' ■ 2'

in which the first suffix is smaller than the second, we shall have as many equa-

tions of the type given in (44). Thsy will be obtained on giving to r and s re-

spectively in (44) the values

(64) r = 1, 2 , • • ■, n — s — 1 ;    3 = 1,2,

This system of |-(w — l)(n — 2) equations we shall attempt to satisfy by a proper

choice of the quantities 7ilt on the right. The number of these quantities

which present themselves in the %(n — l)(n — 2) equations is just equal to the

number of the equations as we may readily show. For the greatest value for

the sum of the suffixes i and « in a term on the right of (44) is equal to r + s

— 2 , and r + s — 2 , as we see from (64), cannot exceed n — 3 in value. It

follows therefore that the sum of the suffixes in the quantities yiK which ap-
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pear in our equations, is in no case greater than n — 3 . Now the number of

possible pairs of integers i , k whose sum is equal to or less that n — 3 is

^(n — l)(n — 2), and that all the ^(n — l)(n — 2) corresponding quantities yit

actually present themselves in our system of equations is immediately apparent.

In fact each one of them appears in some one of the equations (44) with e0n as

coefficient as we see on taking p = 0, cr = 0 and substituting for r, s in the

corresponding term e0   y   x t_x the several pairs of values furnished by (64).

The number of the undetermined quantities yim which present themselves in the

system of equations (44) is then just equal to ^(n —l)(n — 2), the number of

these equations.

From the equations (44) we shall now seek to determine the quantities yiK in

terms of the quantities cn_3_r n_a. For this purpose we shall write our equations

in the form :

(«O)       Cn_,_rn_s =  eo,»i7r-l,a-l  +  ei, u-l7r, a-2  T"  e2 , n-27r+l, a—S T  " " '

~r  ej_2, n-a+îVr+a-3 , 1 T e«-l ,M-s+l7r+j-2, 0  "T * r-1, i-1 )

where Tr_t ,_t depends only on quantities yiK, the sum of whose suffixes is less

than r + s — 2 .

The number of equations of the type (65), in which the sum of the suffixes

of the quantities 7 in evidence on the right has a given value r + s + 2 = <rt

is cr + 1 and these cr + 1 equations may evidently be written in the form :

eo,n7o, <r "f" el,n-l7l, o—-1 "T" e2,n-272, g—3 T ' * * + ea-\, n—a+lVr-l, 1 T ßir,n-a'l<r, 0

— r — r

e0,n    7l, <r-l "T el,»l-l72, <r-2 "T " ' * + eer-2,n-<r+27,j-l,l   +  e<r-l, n-<r+l7<r, 0

- c — r
—  Wl-cr -2 , n— it ±l,a—Í   '

e0,n     72, <r-2 + " ' ' T 60-_3,ji-ff+37o—1,1  T"  e<r—2, K-<r+27<7, 0

("O) =  Cn_<r_2n_(r+l ^2,^-2  >

e0,»7o-—1,1  T"  el,n-l7ir, 0

^  "it—a— 2,n—2 *■ a—1,1»

C0, n "Ya, 0

:=  Cn—a—2,n-l —  * <r,0

If now we suppose that the quantities 7i(c in which the sum of the suffixes is less

than a—and by consequence also the quantities T to the right of (66)—have

been obtained in terms of the quantities c, the system of equations (66) will
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determine in terms of these latter quantities the quantities yilc also, in which the

sum of the suffixes is equal to a. For the determinant of the coefficients on the

left of (66) is different from 0 and has in fact the value ej+n' = 1, since in our

original equation F(z, u) = 0 we assumed e0iB = 1 .

More precisely still, on assuming that the quantities <yiK, in which the sum of

the suffixes is less than o-, are linearly expressible in terms of the quantities c,

it follows from the system of equations (66) that the quantities yiK in which the

sum of the suffixes is equal to a are also so expressible, and these equations

furnish us.with their expressions in terms of the c's .

Consider now the case a = 0 . In this case the system of equations (66) re-

duces to the single equation

e0 , 7.7o , 0  =  Cn-2 , 71-1 '

so that the quantity 70 0 , in accord with our hypothesis above., is linearly ex-

pressible in terms of the quantities c and in fact is equal to one of them, namely

cn_2 „_! • It follows therefrom by our inductive reasoning above, that the quan-

tities 70, and 7,0 corresponding to the case a = 1 are also linearly expressible

in terms of the quantities c, and by successive induction we see that the quan-

tities 7iK for which o-(= i + k) has one of the values 2,3, ••■, n — 3, are

all linearly expressible in terms of the quantities c, the expressions for the same

being furnished by the system of equations (44) supposed for that purpose to be

grouped in a series of sets of the type given in (66) .

The values of the ^(n — l)(n — 2) quantities yilc, so obtained, we may suppose

to be substituted on the left in the corresponding equations of the type (43),

when expressions for the d + p = i(n — 1) (n — 2) quantities 7A in terms of

our quantities yilc will be furnished by these equations in case we have

;(67) |a*ôj| +- 0 (í+k=0, 1,8, •••,»—3),

where by |aA5A[ we indicate the determinant of the coefficients of the quantities

7A to the right of our equations (43). That the determination so made of the

quantities 7A is unique is self-evident.

In the case where we have |aA6A| = 0 it will be impossible to satisfy the sys-

tem of equations (43) by any set of values 7A.unless it happens that a certain re-

lation exists between the quantities 7¿x. Such a relation however does not in

general exist, as we shall show later on.

Assuming then that our system of points (aA, 6A) has been so chosen that the

determinant above has a value other than 0, or, what evidently amounts to the

same thing, in such way that the points do not all lie on a curve of degree

n + 3 , we shall suppose that the function

g     r,J>(auf
¿—1 l„ _  7.  Ui7  _ M     ' n-l\   '      /
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in (39) has been constructed with the values of the d+ p quantities 7A furnished

by the equations (43) and with the polynomial Tn_x(z, u) obtained in (62).

Apart from the arbitrary constant in Tn_x(z, u) the expression (39) so deter-

mined is unique.

We have shown that if the expression (39) is to be finite for all the branches

at oo it must be determined as just stated. Conversely in case it has the de-

termination here in question it will be finite for z = co.

For the coefficients 7A in (39) have been derived through the equations (43)

and (44) from certain of the coefficients c in the polynomials />0(z, u) , px(z, u) ,

■ ■ ■, pn_2(z, u) , these polynomials having been at the same time assumed by us

to be those for which the expression (49) is finite at oo ; and conversely, from

the values thus obtained for the coefficients 7A through the equations (43) and

(44) in the reverse order, we should evidently arrive at the original coefficients

c in question. Also the remaining coefficients c in the polynomials p^z, u) ,

px(z, u), ■ • ■, pn_2(z, u) are identical with those in Tn_x(z, u)—the constant term

cü0 in the last named function being of course left out of consideration—so that

the polynomials p0(z, u), ■ ■ •, pn_2(z, u) in (49), regarded as a reduced form

of the expression (39), are those for" which the expression (49) was originally

assumed to be finite at co. It follows therefore that the uniquely determined

expression (39) is finite for z = oo.

To recapitulate—we have proved in the above that in the expression (39) the

coefficients 7A and the coefficients in the polynomial Tn_x(z , u) can be chosen,

and that uniquely, in such way that this expression does not become infinite for

z = co in case we have so selected our d + p points (ak, 6A) that they do not

lie on a curve of degree n — 3, and we have furnished a method for determin-

ing the coefficients in question.

We have assumed from the outset that the d double points are included un-

der the d + p points (ak , bk) in the expression (39). It might however be re-

marked in this connection that all our reasoning above in regard to this ex-

pression holds good for any d + p arbitrary points. That we can choose d + p

points (ak , bk) which do not lie on a curve of degree n — 3 is self-evident, for

d + p = |-(w — 1) (n — 2) is the number of coefficients in the general equation

to a curve of degree n — 3 .

That however, among d + p points so chosen we may include the d double

points is not self-evident. It may however be proved that the passage through

the double points imposes d conditions on our curve, or in other words that the

conditions of adjointness are independent of one another.

I shall not stop here to prove the theorem in question but merely remark that

the methods of the present paper furnish an extremely simple algebraic proof of

it, which I propose to give in another paper at an early date. Meantime I shall

accept the principle of the independence of the conditions of adjointness as

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 6
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demonstrated, and we may therefore assume that the d double points are in-

cluded among the d + p points (aA , 6A) ; and in (39), whatever the values of the

constants in the expression under the sign of integration, we may regard the

coefficients 7A and the coefficients in the polynomial Tn_x(z, u) in the subtracted

function as so determined that the difference does not become infinite for z = co.

ill-

Instead of (39) I shall now consider the expression

where by II(aA, oA) we indicate an elementary integral of the second kind pos-

sessing a single infinity of the first order at the point (aA , 6A) , and where the

coefficients mK may be supposed to be so determined that the expressions

j,F(a., u) _.       , ,

do not become infinite at the points (aA , 6A) .

The residues of the integrals H(aA, 5A) we may assume to have the value 1,

and the coefficients toa will then evidently be determined by the equations

7a^;a(«a , oA) + mA = o.

In the case of the double points the coefficients toa will of course have the

value 0.

The expression (68) does not possess infinities other than those of (39) and

it does not possess even these, for the infinities of the latter expression are all to

be found among the points (aA, 5A), for all of which (68) is finite. The expres-

sion (68) is then everywhere finite and must therefore be an integral of the first

kind. On indicating this integral by I and on supposing (a +x,b +1), (a +2,b +2),

• • -, (a +d, b +d) to denote the d double points we may write (68) in the form :

m /|ç(^Vr--HH£ *+?       7a^(«a, »)

%A (* - «a)(m - bf)

+ Tn_x(z, u)\ - ¿mAII(aA, If) - I.
J A=l

Returning now to formula (35) and substituting therein for the integral
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the expression derived from (69), we obtain :

fr(z, u)dz=g(z, u)+%{%^:X)+r»-i(s'u)+l

+ X>xH(ax, 6a) + HI.
A=l

Indicating the aggregate rational portion of this expression by G(z, u) we have:

(70) fR(z,u)dz=G(z,u) + l + ÍtmkU(ak, bk) + III.

Our original Abelian integral fR(z, u)dz is herewith reduced to the sum of

a rational function, an integral of the first kind, a linear function of p elemen-

tary integrals of the second kind and an integral of the third kind, the several

steps in the process thereto employed being all of algebraic character. From a

glance at the process also, it is plain that the coefficients mk and the function

G(z, u), apart from the arbitrary constant of integration, are completely de-

termined when the system of points (ax, bx), • • •, (ap, bp) is given.

§12.

We have effected the reduction of the general Abelian integral indicated in

(70), on the hypothesis that the p points (ax, bx), ■ ■ •, (a , bp) do not lie on an

adjoint curve of degree n — 3 . In the case where they do lie on an adjoint

curve of degree n — 3 it may readily be shown that such a reduction is not in

general possible.

For suppose that we have a system of p points

(ax, bx), • • •, (ap, bp)

lying on an adjoint curve of degree n — 3 and that the p points

(ax,bx), ■■■,(ap,bp)

do not all lie on such a curve.

Referring now to the expression in (39), which we sought to render finite at

oo by proper choice of the coefficients 7A and of the polynomial Tn_x(z, u) and

regarding in particular the formulae in (43), (44), (49), we remark that the

constants c are independent of our choice of the p points (ax, bx) , ■ • ■, (ap , bp) .

From the form in (49), namely, we see that they depend for their values on the

integral

J{z-lqx(z , u) + z-2qlz, u) + ■ • • + ^"-^qn_x(z , u) + Q(z ,u)}dz
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alone, or what is the same thing, on the integral

rt       ßMa.,«) 1

J   \¿f(z-ae)(u-bc)^    -*       >\

in (39), independently of what our choice of the system of p points (a,, bx),

■ ■ ■ ■ (a , b ) may happen to be.

From the equations (44) again the quantities yiK depend upon the quantities

c alone and are therefore also independent of the choice of our system of points

(a,, o,),  •••, (ap, bp).

In our system of equations (43), then, the quantities y. K on the left have the

same values whatever the p points (a,, bx), ■ ■ ■, (a , bf) may be and depend

solely on the integral in (39).

To prove that we cannot employ the system of p points (a,, bx), ■ ■ ■, (a , b ) for

the reduction of the general Abelian integral it will suffice to show in some par-

ticular case that the quantities y. K corresponding to an integral of the type of

that in (39) are such that the system of equations

d+p_

(Ti) 7i«-     y Ah
A=l

cannot be satisfied. The d double points for convenience I shall designate in-

differently by (ap+x, bp+x) ,-■-, (ap+d, bp+d) or (ap+x, \+x) ,■■■, (ap+d, \+d).

Consider now in particular the function

*+* 7a-^(Öa)    U) ^ XT, Z   X

where we suppose the coefficients toa to be so determined that the function does

not become infinite for any of the points (aA, 6A). The derivative of this

function with regard to z will not become infinite to an order as high as 1 for

any finite point, and for the points at co it will evidently not become infinite to

an order higher than n — 3 or, what is sufficient for our purpose, it will not be-

come infinite at co to an order higher than n — 2. This derivative therefore

will plainly be of that type of function which appears under the sign of in-

tegration in (39).

On properly determining the coefficients ß and the polynomial Tn_2(z, u),

then, we may write :

r      ßF(ae, u) dj&     7**K,»)
4-(* - a) (u - be) + 7»-2^' U> - dz \ ¿i (2 - aA)(« - ÔA)

+ ¿TOAII(aA,oA)l.
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The difference

is then evidently an expression of the type (39) which does not become infinite

for z = co.

Here the quantities yiK corresponding to the integral in (72) are given by the

system of equations :
d+p

A=l

and on starting out from a properly chosen set of values for the quantities 7A we

could arrive at any arbitrarily assigned system of values for the quantities yiKt

since for the determinant of the coefficients of the quantities 7A to the right of

these equations we have |aA6A| 4= 0. To this assigned system of values for the

quantities yfK will correspond a certain set of values 7A and therewith a certain

integral of the type in (72).

Now for the reduction of this integral the system of p points (ax, bx), • • •,

(a , b ) will not serve if values have been assigned to the quantities yiK for which

the equations (71) cannot be solved. Such values, however, it is always possible

to assign to these quantities since for the determinant of the coefficients of the

quantities 7 to the right of these equations we have |aA, 6A| = 0. It follows

then that a system of p points (ax,bx), ■ ■ ■, (a , b ) which lie on an adjoint

curve of degree n — 3 cannot serve for .the reduction of the general Abelian

integral.

It will be remembered that in obtaining the reduced form on the right of (70),

we assumed that no one of the p points (ax, bx), ■ ■ -, (ap, bp) was a double point.

The only limitation otherwise placed upon our choice of these points was that

they should not all be zeros of one and the same adjoint curve of degree (n — 3 ).

It may however be remarked that in obtaining the reduced form in ques-

tion, we might also have included under the p elementary integrals of the

second kind integrals corresponding to the double points, or more accurately

speaking, to certain of the branches through the double points.

To have done this it would have been necessary to introduce some modifica

tions into our reasoning which would have added to the length of the same.

The modifications in question however offer no special difficulty and we may in

all cases make the general statement that any Abelian integal can be reduced to

the sum of a rational function of (z, u), of an integral of the first kind, of an

expression linear in p elementary integrals of the second kind, and of an inte-

gral of the third kind, where in our choice of the p elementary integrals of the

second kind we are subject to this one limitation only, that an adjoint curve of
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degree n — 3 shall not exist which—over and above the zeros already implied in

the fact of adjointness—possesses zeros corresponding to the several points

(ak, bk) (and more precisely in the case of double points, corresponding to the

individual branches), for which our p elementary integrals have been respec-

tively constructed.

To cover all cases we should have to modify the notation employed in the

formula (70) to designate an elementary integral of the second kind, as the no-

tation II (ak, 6A) in the case of a double point does not distinguish between the

elementary integrals corresponding to the separate branches, either or both of

which may happen to be included in our system of p elementary integrals of the

second kind.

Chicago, November 27, 1900.


